AN INTEGRATED APPROACH FOR THE BANGER POLDER DEVELOPMENT, SEMARANG
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Abstract
The Banger area is named after the main channel in the area: the Kali Banger. The area are located in low land areas near the coastal, and are exposed to be flood/inundation caused by sea water level, poor drainage and escalated with land subsidence. The polder concept has been identified as a suitable solution for the problems. The Polder system requires an integrated approach in some technical aspects and economic perspective, such as defining the safety level, the water level to be controlled. So the size of retention basin and pump capacity can be determined, since all these aspects are related to each other. And these will influence to the O&M costs and reduction of damage. Based on the analysis (Net Present Value) of (additional) investment costs, O&M costs and reduction of damage, the optimal safety level has been determined on T10.
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INTRODUCTION
Many of Asia’s cities are located in low land areas near the coastal and there are exposed to be flood/inundation caused by sea water level, and poor drainage. These conditions are escalated with land subsidence and climate change. The climate change is related with the change of rainfall and flood incidence, not to speak of a sea level rise.

The physical character of Semarang City consists of hilly area in south side and flat area in north side. Because of the above condition the area of North City is always threatened by flood and inundation. The land subsidence and increasing sea water level that cause increasing the water level and inundation time to the North City.

The Banger area are located at North of Semarang City, comprises 550 ha and 84,000 inhabitants. The Banger area is named after the main channel in the area; the Kali Banger. The water level in the Kali Banger is now determined by the sea with the sea flowing into the area during high tide and water flowing to the sea during low tide. In the current situation the land level is around Mean Sea Level (MSL), but with a land subsidence rate of 9 cm/year the Banger area is progressively sinking below the sea.

Due to the land subsidence the flooding events in Semarang are increasing in frequency and severity. There are two principal mechanisms that are relevant with regard to flooding:

- flood caused by high water level outside the polder (Rob);
- inundation caused by heavy rainfall (Banjir).

Both types of flood are mainly caused by land subsidence. The former one because the coastal area is progressively subsiding below sea water level. The latter one because the discharge of the rainfall is blocked by high water levels in the Kali Banger. Increase in paved areas and negligence of maintenance and clogging of the existing drainage infrastructure increases the inundation. Climate change will further worsens the situation due to sea level rise (although not to much high) and increase in rainfall in the wet season.

The polder concept has been identified as a suitable solution to resolve the current problems with flood and inundation in Semarang, because polder separate the water regime inside the polder area from the water regime outside by closed ring dike to protect the area from water which come from out side. The water table inside the polder is controlled through structures (tidal gate and/or pumping station)’. The Polder system requires an integrated approach. First of all an integrated approach to all elements that constitute a polder (pumping station, dikes, retention basin, channels). The polder can not function properly without one of the elements. Secondly it requires an integrated approach
with all stakeholders like PSDA, Bappeda, BBWS and also land owners involved, like Bina Marga and Kereta Api. Thirdly it requires an integrated approach in some technical aspects, such as defining the safety level, the water level to be controlled, retention and pump capacity, since all these aspects are related to each other. These technical aspects are explained in the next sections.
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**Figure 1** Polder system

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

Some technical approach for flood control, there are land increasing ground level and developing pump system (polder system). A polder is an area, surrounded by a closed ring of flood protection elements (sea defence, dikes, and water management system) to separate the water regime inside the polder area from the water regime outside, and to control the water table inside the area. (Bart Schultz, 2010).

![Controlling flood area by Polder](image)

**Figure 2** Controlling flood area by Polder

For every project to be conceived, there must be some definite aims behind its existence. The fulfillment of these objectives with minimum cost is the most importance thing. The polder design involves many choice among physically feasibility alternatives. So Each choice among alternatives should be made on economic basic and each alternatives should be express in term of money units before the final choice is made (Bhagirath L. G., 1979).

Financial record resulting from past at describing what has happened in the past, but for decision-making process of cost aim at projecting what expected to happen in the future as a result of alternative of action. The present worth methode for economy studies is based on the concept of equivalent worth of all cash flow retain to some base or beginning point in time called the present. That is, all cash inflows and outflows are discounted back at an interest rate that is generally minimum attractive rate of return. (DeGarmo, E. P., 1979).

Direct benefit from flood control consist of reduction of damages to land property and increase in net income resulting from more intensive use of and land or property made possible by reduction of flood
hazards. Indirect benefit is come from reduction in loss of production which may be interrupted by frequent and reduction cost of recurring emergency relief to flood victim, etc.

**METHODOLOGY**

Literature review is used for identification of concept and criteria for evaluating, describing and explaining the method will be used for polder design. In the paper three sources of data are used,

1. Document analysis is used as a history of decisions of the past and to support our data
2. Technical data and economic forecast will be used for determined Net Present Value
3. Direct observation to observe the outcome of the process

Secondary data such as, project document, minute of meeting, power point slides are used to describe, and analyze of the projects process and outcomes. The data gathered from observation, and written documentation results in a large pile information. To structure and analyze these data, template analysis provides guidance. Template analysis involves the development of categories to which units.

Validity and Reliability data refers to the approximate truth of the stated propositions and always involves human judgment (Shades, Cook and Campbell, 2002).

The cost of damage are caused by flood /inundation, and the cost for flood protection will be bring to the present value, the elements to determining of safety level in Figure Appendix.

The present worth method for economy studies is used for determined of safety level of dike, water level must be control, and also pump and retention pump capacity. The criterion for the method is long as the net present worth is \( \geq 0 \), the project is economically justified; otherwise, it is not justified. Based on Figure Appendix, all the cost of element safety level will be bring to present value (Figure 3).

**INTEGRATED APPROACH IN TECHNICAL ASPECTS**

**Safety Level**

The safety level of dikes and the water management system is expressed as the return period \( T \). A dike with a safety level \( T_{10} \) means that mean every years the probability of dike will overtop or break is 10%.

In accordance with the two flood causing mechanisms, there are two safety levels. One for flood caused by the sea (rob) and one safety level caused by rainfall (banjir). The Rob can reach high inundation levels (a meter or more) and subsequently higher damage. The Banjir is limited to the volume of the rainfall within the catchment area, resulting in lower inundation levels generally (centimeters to decimeters). To determine the optimal safety levels, an economic assessment has been carried out.

For the assessment on the internal water management system (protection Banjir) comprising the pumping station and the retention basin and main channel, an simple approach has been followed. In this approach the safety level is expressed as the size of the retention basin. A larger retention basin is more expensive, but also provide a higher the safety level, resulting in less (economic) damage. A higher safety level not only results in a lower frequency of inundation, but also in a lower inundation depth and damage.

The first step in the assessment is therefore to determine for several safety levels which areas inundates and the inundation depth. The inundation depth can be translated to damage (direct, indirect and intangible), based on amongst others the value of assets, time losses in traffic and production processes and impact on health.

\[
(P/A, i\%, n) = \frac{1}{(1+i)^n} \\
(P/F, i\%, n) = \frac{(1+i)^{n-1}}{i(1+i)^n}
\]

**Figure 3 Present worth method**
Based on the analysis (Net Present Value) of (additional) investment costs, O&M costs and reduction of damage, the optimal safety level has been determined on T10.

For the dikes a higher safety level of T10,000 is the optimum. This is because with a relatively small additional height a much higher safety level can be obtained.

**Water Level to be Controlled**

The pumping station controls the water level in the channels and via this water level also the groundwater level. To determine the optimal water level to be controlled, an assessment has been carried out on the desired groundwater level, settlement as a result of lowering the groundwater levels and the retention capacity.

To keep the groundwater level sufficiently low in the rainy season, the water level needs to be 1.25 to 1.5 m below surface level in order to maintain a groundwater level of 0.75 to 1 m below surface level. With this
(low) groundwater level, the soil provides sufficient bearing capacity for roads (resulting in less damage) and houses and provide dry conditions in houses.

The controlled water level also determines the retention capacity of the channel. To increase the retention capacity of the channel and retention basin a water level of 2 m below surface level has been determined. With a water level of 2 m below surface level, the water can rise 2 m during extreme rainfall without causing problems.

However controlling a lower water level and thus a lower groundwater level results in extra settlement of the soil. The settlement as a result of the lowering of the water level to 2 m below surface level is 2 mm/year, which is acceptable for this area with a land subsidence of 9 cm/year.

The chosen water level and retention capacity (in the cross-section) is related to determination of the safety level, because the water level determines the size of the retention basin and so the costs.

**Pump and Retention Capacity**

The discharge and retention capacity form a balance to withstand extreme rainfall events. The higher the pumping capacity, the smaller the required retention area. Or vice versa: A larger retention area requires less pumping capacity. A minimum discharge capacity is required to discharge the rainfall before the next rainfall event. As a rule of thumb the rainfall of a T1 rainfall event (yearly maximum) should be discharged within 24 hours.

The optimal balance of pumping capacity and retention capacity is assessed on investment and operation and maintenance costs.

Figure 6 presents the relation between pump capacity and retention capacity for several safety levels. The economic optimal safety level for the internal water management system is T10, as described above. The water table is determined as 2 m below surface level, as described above, meaning a freeboard of 2 m. When the freeboard is known, the retention capacity in m³ can be expressed in hectares.
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**Figure 6** Pump and retention capacity

The assessment of the retention and pump capacity is based on a Net Present Value for a lifetime of 50 years. This assessment is based on investment costs for a pumping station (expressed per m³) and retention basin (m²), land acquisition and resettlement costs and O&M costs. The retention basin also provides benefit because it can be used as fishpond. The benefits are taken into account as well.

Figure 7 presents the Net Present Value of the investment of the pumping station, the retention basin, the yearly benefits and the sum of it. The optimal pump capacity is 6 m³/s. With a catchment area of 550 ha, this is equal to 11 liter/s/ha. The required retention area is 26 ha, or 5% of the area.
CONCLUSION

A Polder system is an integrated system of elements, like the closed ring-dike, pumping station or sluice, retention basin, etc. The polder can not function properly without one of the elements. The design of the elements needs an integrated approach of the whole polder system first, such as determining the safety level and the optimal pump capacity and retention capacity. Besides the technical issues, the polder system requires an integrated institutional approach as well, since many stakeholders are approached PSDA, Bappeda, BBWS and major land owners, like Bina Marga and Kereta Api. With this integrated approach a sound polder system can be designed, protecting the inhabitants from Rob and Banjir and reducing the (yearly) damage enormously.
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APPENDIX

The element of safety level of dikes and water management for POLDER SYSTEM

Flood from outside area

Flood protection

Flood & inundation

Flood caused by rainfall in polder area

Caused by increasing sea water level (rob)

- Daily - Monthly - Yearly
- Inundation level
- Cost of damage
- Present Value

Caused by river (BKT)

- At rainy season
- Discharge return period
- Cost of damage
- Present Value

Discharge

Dike Elevation

Cost of construction
- Present Value

Cost of O&M
- Present Value

Flood protection

River Water level

Dike Elevation

Cost of construction
- Present Value

Cost of O&M
- Present Value

Inundation level in certain return period

Lower damage compared with from outside the area

Cost of damage
- Present Value

Volume of water in certain return period

Pump capacity

Cost of construction & pump installation
- Present Value

Cost of O&M
- Present Value

Cost of land acquisition & pond construction
- Present Value

Cost of O&M
- Present Value

Cost of O&M
- Present Value

River/Drainage channel

Volume

Pump station

Capacity

Cost of construction
- Present Value

Cost of O&M
- Present Value

Retarding pond

Volume

Cost of O&M
- Present Value

Cost of O&M
- Present Value